ComPac SPACE SAVER
HEAT / COOL
64000-QUX-A
64000-VUX-A

PRODUCTION DISCONTINUED
IMPORTANT NOTICE—PLEASE READ

FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING:

SAFETY SWITCHES:

VINTAGE AIR ALWAYS RECOMMENDS AN OPTIONAL COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH BE INSTALLED ON EVERY A/C SYSTEM. A BINARY SWITCH (PART # 24679-VUS) DISENGAGES THE COMPRESSOR CLUTCH IN CASE OF EXTREME LOW PRESSURE CONDITION (REFRIGERANT LOSS) OR EXCESSIVELY HIGH HEAD PRESSURE (380 PSI), TO PREVENT COMPRESSOR DAMAGE OR HOSE RUPTURE. A TRINARY SWITCH (PART# 24678-VUS) COMBINES HI/LO PRESSURE PROTECTION WITH AN ELECTRIC FAN OPERATION SIGNAL AT 220 PSI. COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCHES ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT SINCE AN A/C SYSTEM RELIES ON REFRIGERANT TO CARRY LUBRICATION THROUGH THE SYSTEM.

SERVICE INFO:

EVACUATE THE SYSTEM FOR 35-45 MINUTES WITH SYSTEM COMPONENTS (DRIER, COMPRESSOR, EVAPORATOR AND CONDENSER) AT A TEMPERATURE OF AT LEAST 85° F. ON A COOL DAY THE COMPONENTS CAN BE HEATED WITH A HEAT GUN OR BY RUNNING THE ENGINE WITH THE HEATER ON BEFORE EVACUATING.

LEAK CHECK AND CHARGE TO SPECIFICATIONS.

THE PROPER AMOUNT OF REFRIGERANT IS CRITICAL TO PROPER SYSTEM OPERATION. VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS OUR SYSTEMS BE CHARGED BY WEIGHT WITH A QUALITY CHARGING STATION OR SCALE.

REFRIGERANT CAPACITIES

134a SYSTEM
CHARGE WITH 1.8 LBS. OF REFRIGERANT

R-12 SYSTEM
CHARGE WITH 2.0 LBS. OF REFRIGERANT

LUBRICANT CAPACITIES

NEW COMPRESSOR - NO ADDITIONAL OIL NEEDED
USED COMPRESSOR - CONSULT VINTAGE AIR
PLANNING OVERVIEW

EVERY VEHICLE IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT, DEPENDING ON THE:
1. TYPE OF VEHICLE/ENGINE AND LOCATION OF ENGINE.
2. TYPE OF AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT USED.
3. OWNER'S PREFERENCES.

THERE ARE MANY FACTORS THAT GO INTO MAKING EACH AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION DIFFERENT. USUALLY, ALL OF THE ABOVE DECISIONS ARE MADE BEFORE ANY CONSIDERATION IS GIVEN TO THE AIR CONDITIONING INSTALLATION. THE A/C SYSTEM IS THEN TAILORED TO FIT YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION.


DUCT HOSE ROUTING AND A/C VENT LOCATIONS SHOULD ALSO BE GIVEN CAREFUL CONSIDERATION BEFORE FINAL MOUNTING POSITION OF THE EVAPORATOR IS SELECTED.

THE VINTAGE AIR COMPAC SPACE SAVER UNIT WAS DESIGNED FOR STREET RODS, CUSTOM CARS, AND TRUCKS. THE EVAPORATOR UNIT IS DESIGNED TO MOUNT BEHIND THE DASH.

READ THE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY, AND FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH ALL THE PARTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE INSTALLATION OF THIS UNIT VARIES, ACCORDING TO THE BODY MANUFACTURER OR MODIFICATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL BODY. THE COWL VENT MAY REMAIN OPERATIONAL. TAKE YOUR TIME, AND DOUBLE CHECK BEFORE DRILLING OR CUTTING.

BEFORE BEGINNING, REMOVE COWL VENT HANDLE AND GLOVE BOX TO EASE INSTALLATION. IF THE DASH IS EASILY REMOVABLE, REMOVE IT NOW. CHECK FOR, AND FILL IN ANY HOLES IN THE FIREWALL AND FLOOR. INSULATE AND SEAL FIREWALL, FLOOR, DOOR PANELS, AND HEADLINER TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF HEAT ENTERING THE CAR.

THE EVAPORATOR SHOULD FIT WITH BLOWER WHEEL TOWARD FIREWALL. DUCT HOSE OUTLETS FACE UPPER CAVITY. DRAIN OUTLET IS ALWAYS ON BOTTOM (DOWN) SIDE OF THE EVAPORATOR. SEE FIGURE 1 BELOW.

FIGURE 1
1. MOUNT COMPRESSOR ON ENGINE. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH COMPRESSOR BRACKET KIT.

2. MOUNT CONDENSER IN PROPER LOCATION.

3. BRACKETS ARE FURNISHED TO MOUNT THE EVAPORATOR CASE. ATTACH TO FIREWALL AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 2.


5. WHEN FITTING THE EVAPORATOR:
   A. REMOVE BLOWER MOTOR COVER.
   B. ATTACH REAR BRACKET TO THE EVAPORATOR, USING (2) 1/4"-20 x 1" BOLTS.
   C. TEST FIT REFRIGERATION FITTINGS WITH HOSES FOR PROPER CLEARANCE INSIDE THE CAR. REFER TO HOSE ROUTING INSTRUCTIONS ON PAGE 7.


8. AT THIS TIME, TRY TO DETERMINE WHERE YOU WANT YOUR LINES TO GO THRU THE FIREWALL. MOVE THE HOSES TO THAT POINT. HOLD THE FITTINGS UP TO THEIR RESPECTIVE HOSES, AND DETERMINE IF THE HOSES WILL CONFORM TO THE LOCATION FOR THE BULKHEAD FITTINGS OR OPTIONAL BULKHEAD PLATE (VINTAGE AIR PART #34215-VUQ OR 34217-VUQ). THE 1/2" HOSE IS HARD TO BEND AT A SHARP ANGLE, AND THE FITTINGS TAKE UP A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF SPACE. BEFORE YOU DRILL HOLES IN YOUR FIREWALL, MAKE SURE THAT YOU CAN MAKE THE HOSES FIT WHERE YOU HAVE PLANNED. THE ENGINE COMPARTMENT APPEARANCE IS A CONSIDERATION WHEN CHOOSING THIS LOCATION.

9. WHEN YOU HAVE DECIDED WHERE YOU WANT TO PLACE YOUR BULKHEAD FITTINGS, MARK THESE POINTS WITH A GREASE PENCIL, AND MAKE A TEMPLATE FROM THE INSIDE LOCATING WHERE THE HOLES WILL BE CUT. WITH THIS TEMPLATE, LOCATE THE SAME POINTS ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE FIREWALL. MARK THESE POINTS WITH A GREASE PENCIL.

10. DETERMINE THE BEST LOCATION FOR THE DRIER THAT WILL ALLOW ADEQUATE ROOM FOR THE HOSE AND FITTINGS THAT CONNECT THE DRIER TO THE BULKHEAD FITTING.

11. MOUNT THE DRIER. (KEEP THE DRIER CAPPED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, IF YOU MUST SCREW THE FITTING TO THE DRIER, TAPE IT CLOSED).

12. AT THIS POINT, CUT HOLES FOR BULKHEAD FITTINGS, AND INSTALL THEM.

13. USING THE HOSE ROUTING ILLUSTRATION AS A GUIDE, ROUTE REMAINING A/C LINES, AND CUT TO LENGTH.

14. INSTALL A/C VENTS THAT WILL BE USED AT THIS TIME.

15. CENTER OUTLET: YOU MAY USE THE CENTER PANEL FURNISHED, OR YOU CAN MOUNT THE VENTS IN DASH. IF YOU USE THE CONTROL PANEL, THE TOP MOUNTING LIP SHOULD BE BACK 1/4" X 1/2" FROM LOWER LEADING EDGE OF DASH. LOCATE THE 2 1/2" I.D. HOSE, AND ROUTE FROM THE DASH VENTS TO THE EVAPORATOR.

16. AT THIS TIME, YOU SHOULD HAVE THE REFRIGERATION HOSES CUT TO THEIR PROPER LENGTH. PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE ORIENTATION OF ANY HOSE WITH TWO ANGLED FITTINGS. ANY HOSE WITH TWO ANGLED FITTINGS MUST BE MARKED FROM THE HOSE TO THE FITTINGS TO ASSURE THEY WILL REMAIN IN THIS POSITION AFTER CRIMPING. THE RUBBER HOSE IS ONLY CAPABLE OF A MINIMAL AMOUNT OF TWIST TO AID ALIGNMENT.

17. REMOVE HOSES AND CRIMP ENDS. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THE PROPER EQUIPMENT, YOU MUST TAKE THEM TO A QUALIFIED A/C SERVICE CENTER FOR CRIMPING. (SEE CRIMPING INSTRUCTIONS SUPPLIED WITH THE HOSE KIT).

18. WITH THE EVAPORATOR TRIAL FIT COMPLETE, YOU MAY REMOVE UNIT AND LOWER IN VEHICLE.


22. INSERT THE CAPILARY TUBE INTO THE COIL THRU THE LOCATION STICKER LOCATED ON TOP OF THE EVAPORATOR TO A DEPTH OF 4½". WITH REFRIGERATION HOSES AND DUCT HOSES ON THE UNIT, LIFT IT IN PLACE. MAKE SURE THAT THE FIREWALL FITTINGS ARE ACCESSIBLE WITH THE UNIT IN PLACE. IF NOT, TIGHTEN ALL REFRIGERATION FITTINGS INSIDE THE CAR NOW, WHILE YOU CAN REACH THEM. LIFT THE UNIT INTO PLACE, AND TIGHTEN THE BRACKET BOLTS TO SECURE TO THE EVAPORATOR.

23. ROUTE HEATER HOSES (REFER TO HEATER HOSE ROUTING INSTRUCTIONS, PG. 8).

24. WITH YOUR UNIT IN PLACE, STRETCH THE DUCT HOSE TIGHTLY TO THE DASH VENT, AND RECHECK THE LENGTH. TRIM TO ENSURE THAT THE HOSE IS ENSURED TAUT, WITH A MINIMUM OF KINKS OR SHARP BENDS IN THE HOSE. THIS WILL ENSURE MAXIMUM AIRFLOW.

25. MAKE ELECTRICAL AND/OR VACUUM CONNECTIONS, ACCORDING TO THE DIAGRAM FURNISHED ON PG. 10.

NOTE: THE RED 12GA. WIRE WITH THE 30 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO A 12 VOLT POWER SOURCE OF AT LEAST 12GA. WIRE. CONNECT MOLDED PLUG WITH THE (RED, YELLOW, ORANGE) WIRES TO THE CORRESPONDING PLUG FROM THE BLOWER MOTOR. THE SINGLE WHITE WIRE FROM THE BLOWER MOTOR MUST BE GROUNDED. THE BLUE CLUTCH WIRE RUNS FROM THE THERMOSTAT TO THE COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCH AND FROM THE SAFETY SWITCH TO THE COMPRESSOR.

BE CAREFUL TO ENSURE THAT THIS WIRE IS NOT PINCHED OR IN A POSITION TO RUB ON A SHARP EDGE AS IT GOES THRU THE FIREWALL.

AN OPTIONAL VACUUM RESERVOIR WITH CHECK VALVE WILL HELP SYSTEM WORK UNDER A VARIETY OF CONDITIONS.

(VINTAGE AIR PART #31200-VUS VACUUM RESERVOIR).
HEATER HOSE INSTALLATION

- After the evaporator is in place, run 5/8" heater hose from the bottom heater fitting on the evaporator thru the firewall or behind the kick panel thru floor to the intake manifold heater connection. Install the vacuum heater control valve in this line. (Pressure) See figure below. (Be sure to follow flow arrow on heater control valve)

- Install 5/8" heater hose on top fitting of heater. Route hose thru firewall or behind kick panel thru floorboard and out to water pump connection. (Suction)

Fill radiator with at least a 50/50 mixture of approved antifreeze and water. It is the owner's responsibility to keep the freeze protection at the proper level for the climate in which the vehicle is operating. Failure to follow antifreeze recommendations will cause heater core to corrode prematurely and possibly burst in the A/C mode and/or freezing weather, voiding your warranty. Check complete A/C assembly for proper operation. Vintage Air recommends that all A/C systems be serviced by a certified automotive air conditioning technician only. See inside cover for service information.

- Start engine and run, until normal operating temperature is reached. Place switch in heat position (see figure 4, page 9), and select fan speed desired. The system will heat the vehicle. (Be sure the engine thermostat has opened, and the approved antifreeze mixture has been circulated thru the heater core before testing the A/C modes).

- When valve is closed, inlet side of valve should be hot and outlet side should be cool. When the valve is open, both inlet and outlet sides should be hot.
• IF PREVIOUSLY REMOVED, REINSTALL DASH AND INSURE THAT THE DUCT HOSE IS SECURELY ON THE DASH VENT HOSE ADAPTOR.

• DON'T FORGET TO WRAP ANY EXPOSED #10 FITTINGS INSIDE THE CAR TO PREVENT CONDENSATION.

CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

IF YOU ARE USING AN OPTIONAL CONTROL PANEL, REFER TO THE INSTRUCTIONS FURNISHED WITH THE PANEL FOR OPERATION. CHECK OPERATION (SEE FIGURE 4).

• THE SWITCH ON THE LEFT IS THE FAN SWITCH - CONTROLS 3 SPEED FAN MOTOR.


FAN SPEED CAN BE OPERATED IN ANY MODE POSITION

NOTE: WHEN IN DEFROST MODE POSITION TURN THERMOSTAT KNOB FULL COUNTER CLOCKWISE AND THEN CLOCKWISE 1/8 TURN OR UNTIL THERMOSTAT CLICKS ON, THIS WILL GIVE OPTIMUM DEFROST PERFORMANCE.

---

![Fan Switch Diagram](image)

![Mode Switch Diagram](image)

**Figure 4**
AIR CONDITIONING ADJUSTMENTS:

- The air conditioner thermostat controls coil temperature. Rotary type thermostats are shipped adjusted fully cold (clockwise). In the majority of cases the A/C will operate correctly as shipped.

- Turning the knob on the rotary type thermostat to the right (clockwise) makes the system operate colder. Moving the lever toward colder on the slide type thermostat makes the system operate colder. If the thermostat is set too cold the evaporator coil will "Ice up"—meaning, the evaporator coil is restricted with ice and cold airflow will be reduced.

- Turning the knob to the left (counter clockwise) on a rotary type thermostat makes the system operate warmer. Moving the lever to the right on a slide type thermostat makes the system operate warmer. The compressor clutch will cycle off frequently. The evaporator coil will not get as cold and the air temperature will not be as cold.

ADJUSTING A/C THERMOSTAT

1.) SYMPTOM: The A/C works well at first then quits cooling. The airflow from the vents is low, and the compressor clutch cycles infrequently.

   SOLUTION: The thermostat is set too cold and the evaporator is "icing up" and restricting airflow. Allow the ice to melt and set the rotary type thermostat warmer (counter clockwise) 1/8 of a turn each adjustment until the symptoms diminish. Adjust the slide type thermostat in 1/8" increments towards the smaller blue gradients, until the symptoms diminish.

2.) SYMPTOM: A/C never gets cold and the compressor clutch cycles frequently.

   SOLUTION: The thermostat is set too warm. Set the rotary type thermostat colder (clockwise) 1/8 of a turn each adjustment until the desired air temperature is reached. Adjust slide type thermostat in 1/8" increments towards colder until the desired air temp is reached.

3.) SYMPTOM: The A/C never gets cold, sometimes even blows hot, and the A/C compressor clutch infrequently cycles off.

   SOLUTION: The heater may be on all times. Carefully feel the heater hose between the evaporator and the heater control valve. This hose should not be hot in the A/C mode. If the hoses are hot....

   A)- The heater control valve may be installed backwards. Check the flow direction arrow on the valve against the illustration in your installation instructions.

   B)- If cable operated: The valve may be misadjusted.

   C)- If vacuum operated: It may be getting vacuum at all times (check electric solenoid).

   D)- The heater control valve may be installed in the wrong hose. It must be installed in the hose coming from the intake manifold engine coolant pressure port.
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## EVAPORATOR KIT PACKING LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>PART No.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55278-VUE-A</td>
<td>EVAPORATOR SUBCASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63250-VUE</td>
<td>I KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>06250-VUE</td>
<td>2 1/2&quot; DUCT HOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>63525-KUB</td>
<td>EVAPORATOR MTG. KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONTROL PANEL w/ WIRING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>VENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OPTIONAL VENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OPTIONAL VENTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECKED BY: _______________________
Packed By: _______________________
Date: _______________________

---
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